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Areni One:
Where Comfort Meets Therapeutic Value
By Arkady Altskan
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Manufactured in the USA,
Areni One ® orthopedic and diabetic comfort shoes are designed
to meet the various needs of people with foot problems. No matter what you are suffering from,
be it ankle pain, arch pain or
hammertoes, insensate diabetic
foot—our orthopedic and diabetic shoes will help you deal with
these problems. Areni One®’s reputation for offering superior quality products has if anything grown over the
years. We combine the expertise of leading podiatrists
and our ample understanding of the shoe industry
to restore the faded glory of American manufactured
footwear. The shoes are designed to fulfill the medical
needs and fashion expectations of our customers. Areni
One® shoes are not only for those dealing with diabetes, but are also beneficial for those patients suffering

are made with full-grain high
quality leather uppers, seamless linings and foam cushioning for diabetic feet. Added toebox space provides extra room
to accommodate orthotics, and
the extended medial counter
allows better rearfoot stability
control. And even with all of
these therapeutic features we
still manage to make our shoes
aesthetically pleasing.
At Areni One® we believe there is a shoe for everyone—thus we offer a multitude of sizes and widths. So
if you are a podiatrist looking for comfortable shoes with
Men’s Pilgrim D2206

Women’s Pilgrim P3133

All shoes are made with the
strobel construction insole, which
creates an anatomically shaped profile
for a more comfortable fit.
with other foot complications and who need a comfortable walk in daily life.
Produced by ecologically clean technology with the
use of robotics, our wide range of diabetic or orthopedic
comfort shoes for both men and women will accommodate different foot deformities with different sizes and
widths.
Our footwear incorporates many useful features
and innovations. All shoes are made with strobel construction insole, which creates an anatomically shaped
profile for a more comfortable fit. This feature is available only with our superior direct-injection technology,
while most of our competitors use adhesive construction for their manufacturing. This technology also
allows us to have arch support built into each outsole, and our “Heel Cradle System” increases stability.
The same technology allows us also to use extremely
light and durable slip-resistant material. Some of our
shoes have stretchable leather to accommodate bunions and other foot deformities. All Areni One ® shoes
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powerful therapeutic value, Areni One® is an ideal choice.
Areni One® footwear presents the perfect fusion of medical expertise with experienced craftsmanship: your patients will love these shoes with every step they take, and

All Areni One® shoes are made with
full-grain high-quality leather uppers,
seamless linings and foam cushioning
for the sensitive diabetic foot.
we guarantee that they will feel an unmatched sense of
comfort and luxury. Browse our wide range of orthopedic
and diabetic shoes for both men and women.
For more information or to purchase, visit www.
arenioneshoes.com, call 888-493-2859, or click here.
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